A DAY IN THE LIFE
WELCOME TO MONTANA!

This ain’t your average retreat, so before we get to the action, you’re going to want to load up on a little caffeine…
...which is especially tasty while taking in the view!
Team building or epic breakfast? Why not both? Head down to Trough for a truly legendary breakfast where huckleberry pancakes are a must. (Huckleberries seem to make their way into everything here!)
Bellies and brains full, time to get to “work.” But meetings don’t have to be boring. Have the most productive meeting of your life in our historic Bull Barn, where ranchers once had their biggest lightbulb moments!

*Disclaimer: you don’t HAVE to have any meetings, but we’ve got you covered just in case.*
All of those brilliant ideas with the team warrant a smokin’ hot BBQ lunch at our outdoor dining outlet, Shed. Plus you’re going to need the energy for the afternoon. The day has only just begun!
CAUTION:

Insanely cool and outside-the-box group activities await, which might even check that team building box! These slides are not intended to be viewed by anyone looking for conference rooms littered with linen-covered tables and name tags. Proceed at your own risk!
We know what you’re thinking. Well, this is Cow Croquet and it IS a real thing. Team up to try your hand at this indoor take on our cattle drive and live that proper ranch life. Applications for wrangler positions will be waiting in your room afterwards!
Or instead of riding horses, hop into a UTV and zip up to Garnet Ghost Town. That’s right—we said GHOST town—talk about team building!
Ok, enough team building—time to compete. Give our shooting extravaganza a try, where you'll prove who on your team is the sharpest shooter at our Wild West .22 range, five-stand sporting clays and archery range.
OK, OK—you get it—there is no shortage of epic adventure to be had. At Paws Up and the green o, just because it’s a “work trip” doesn’t mean it has to feel like one. But we’re still not done, because the evening awaits.
Buuuut before the night is upon us, now is the perfect time to take a breather. Reconvene and relax in your Wilderness Estate (or your Tree Haus for those smaller outings) and share your stories from the day’s adventures. (Did you SEE Janice at the shooting range? She was hitting everything!)
Back to the excitement—it’s Cocktail Time! Meet the group for Montana-inspired cocktails and bites in our Saddle Club Sky Box, where you can even dial in a Mustang Whispering demo or learn some tricks of the trade from our team of wranglers.
What is Mustang Whispering, you ask? Well, take a peek. Seeing firsthand how our team works with these rescued beauties is something the group will truly never forget.
Hearts full, it’s time to do the same for your bellies (again!). Dressed in your finest Western wear, settle in at the most legendary of long tables in our Saddle Club grand hall, tomahawk steak in one hand and a Huckleberry Hound in the other.
In the VERY off chance you’re not completely full, you should probably get into some of our otherworldly s’mores. No Montana day is complete without them!
As the sun sets, a moment of reflection on a truly epic day is appropriate, but not before we end your night with a...
...BANG!

Somehow fireworks just look cooler in Big Sky Country.
Somehow fireworks just look cooler in Big Sky Country.

OK, OK, we promise we are really done. Time to get some shut-eye, because believe it or not, this truly is what EVERY day at Paws Up looks like. And what better place to get that shut-eye than in one of our Dream Beds. We promise they will live up to their name.